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Introduction
The original specifications for the planning process that would lead to Davidson’s Historic
Preservation Plan did not include a public survey. The COVID-19 pandemic, however, necessitated
a substitution of a public survey for early “scoping” meetings to learn about issues that Davidson
residents wished to see the plan address.
Accordingly, from Friday, April 9, through Monday, May 24, 2021, residents were asked to complete
a survey of 26 questions asking for their thoughts about the community’s historic resources and
historic preservation issues. The survey was designed and administered through the Survey Monkey
platform by Heritage Strategies, LLC (A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP, Principal and Project Manager).
Town planners participated in the survey design and sought participation through Town events and
captured a small number of non-digital survey responses. All told, 311 individuals opened the survey;
the completion rate was 57 percent and the typical time spent was 8.5 minutes. Ms. Watson is the
author of this analysis
Characteristics of Respondents
At the end of the survey, respondents were asked to describe themselves with the traditional
demographic questions found on such surveys. Most (88%) were homeowners and 43% have lived
in Davidson 9 years or less (18% less than 4 years). A roughly equal number have lived in Davidson
from 10 to 29 years, and just 12% have lived there for more than 30 years.
The ages of respondents showed a classic bell curve with low numbers at either end of the age
spectrum. Looking at the Census data in the 2019 American Community Survey (ACS) for Davidson,
respondents as a group are older than the population at large in Davidson. Fewer than 1% were age
24 or under versus 25% age 18 or under in the ACS. At the other end of the scale, in our survey
nearly 28% were age 65 or older whereas the ACS reports that just 14% of Davidson’s residents are
65 or older. In our survey, 65% of respondents were between the ages of 35 and 64.
In terms of diversity of the population responding to the survey, percentages of White, Black, Asian,
and two or more races (Q23) conform almost exactly to the community distribution documented by
the ACS, but not Latinx (Q24):
Asian
Black/African-American
Native American
White/Caucasian
Two or more races
Hispanic or Latino/x

HP Survey
1.3%
5.0%
0.0%
90.0%
3.1%

ACS1
1.3%
5.5%
0.0%
90.9%
2.1%

2.1%

5.6%

In terms of education, the American Community Survey (ACS) of 2019 reports that 97.3% of
Davidson’s population ages 25 or greater during 2015-19 had graduated at least from high school;
our survey’s respondents matched that at 97.6%. Advanced education, however, was considerably
different. The ACS reports that 73.4% of Davidson’s population ages 25 or greater during 2015-19

1

https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/davidsontownnorthcarolina
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had attained at least a bachelor’s degree, whereas 91% of our survey’s respondents had done so,
with 61% reporting they hold advanced degrees.
The ACS reports that the median household income for Davidson is $124,853.2 For our survey,
among those who chose to answer this question (just 105), it appears that the median income would
fall just above $150,000. On a percentage basis, 62% of respondents reported their household
income as being $125,000 or more.
Residents’ Locations
In answer to Question 1, “What neighborhood do you live in?” Most respondents told us where they
live (260, 87% of 311 survey participants). Of those answering, approximately, and at least, 25%
live in the National Register historic district.3 75% of respondents gave neighborhoods or addresses
that were apparently outside the National Register district – showing a healthy community-wide
interest in Davidson’s historic preservation. River Run and Village Infill contributed another 11%
and 10% of respondents respectively.
Table Q1: Where Respondents Live
Concord Road (St. Albans; McConnell; etc.)

18.1%

Woods at Lake Davidson

2.7%

River Run

10.8%

June Washam Rd. (Kenmare; etc.)

2.3%

Village Infill

10.4%

Bradford

1.9%

West Davidson

6.9%

Davidson Wood

1.5%

Circles at Exit 305

6.2%

Runneymede

1.5%

Westbranch

5.8%

Bailey Springs

1.2%

North Main Street

4.2%

Davidson Pointe

1.2%

Rural/ETJ

4.2%

Woodlands

1.2%

NC-73 (Pages Pond; Davidson East; Summers
Walk; etc.)

3.9%

Davidson College Campus

0.8%

Davidson Bay

3.5%

Spinnaker Cove

0.8%

Delburg/Watson Streets

3.5%

Davidson Hall

0.4%

Lake Davidson Park

3.5%

Davidson Springs

0.4%

South Main Street (Villages of S Main St; etc.)

3.5%

Barnhardt Rd

0.0%

4

2

2015-2019, in 2019 dollars – this is calculated by numbers of individuals reporting: half the number would
have an income below that figure and half above.
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/davidsontownnorthcarolina
3
Roughly defined as Village Infill, West Davidson, and North Main (names used in the survey); the
neighborhoods’ lines do not quite conform to the National Register boundary; the Historic Preservation Plan
suggests some modest adjustments to the Town’s neighborhood maps that would conform neighborhood
designations to the National Register boundary – see Action 6.[XX]].
4

Encompasses many of the residential areas adjacent to downtown, including South St, Cathey St, Walnut
St, Spring St, Pine Rd, Avinger Ln, etc.
5

Davidson Landing; Harbour Place Brownstones/Townhomes; Davidson Gateway; Spinnaker Reach; etc.
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About the Names of Neighborhoods

Clarity in the use of names of a few neighborhoods may become important as residents begin to
explore a recommendation in the Historic Preservation Plan to expand the local historic district
overlay available in the Planning Ordinance (Section 22). The recommendation is to consider this
expansion for neighborhoods contained within the National Register boundary (which itself is
subject to some modest change – see Action 4.[XX] in the plan). As the community begins to discuss
where and how to extend the design review and other regulations currently in use in the local
historic district long in use on Main Street (downtown), since 1989, and extended to North Main in
2020, it is helpful to know exactly what streets within which neighborhoods are under consideration
for any given phase of the proposed expansion. Neighbors may find it helpful in banding together
to study their options and communicate with planners and elected leaders – just as the residents of
North Main recently did.
Thus, we took a careful look at neighborhood names used in the survey, on the map, and by those
who commented. It appears there is some inconsistency in the understanding of what respondents’
neighborhoods are, by name and/or location.
On person commented, “Village Infill is not a neighborhood, but a zoning designation. My
neighborhood has long been known as Old East Davidson.” 6 Only one other person, however, used
that term in any way, stating it as “Davidson East.” (But the Town’s planners and many residents use
this to refer to the area of town further east, past the “gateway” junction of Davidson-Concord Road
and East Rocky River Road.) A few commenters used the term “Old Town.” The specific
6

The Town of Davidson uses the phrase “planning area” in its land development code rather than “zone,”
but they are equivalent.
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Question 6 asked respondents, What 3 words come to mind when you think of your own experience of Davidson’s
historic character within its National Register historic district? (This Word Art illustration is the result.

“neighborhood” name provided for the survey list was “Village Infill.”3This planning area
encompasses three areas on the Town’s map of neighborhoods (shown on the last page): “Old Town”;
“Pine/Ardrey/Virginia/Crescent/ Avinger”; and “South/Cathey/Walnut/Spring”; all or almost all are
part of the National Register historic district.)
The Historic Preservation Plan has recommended removing the word “infill” from the planning area
name, but that area is rather large to foster neighborhood cooperation in exploring local historic
district designation – and the multiple street names used on the map are clearly awkward. Thus, the
Historic Preservation Plan also recommends exploring names that neighbors use or might use. For
one particular neighborhood, North Main, the plan recommends conforming the name of the North
Main neighborhood on the Town’s map to the area added to the local historic district in 2020 to
prevent confusion.
Historic Neighborhoods

In answer to Question 2, “Do you consider your neighborhood to be historic or to have a distinct
character?” 307 chose to answer (a 99% response rate). 158 responded yes (51%) and 134 said no
(44%). 15 responded “I don’t know” (5%). More than 20% chose to provide comments (66). Quite
of few of the comments indicated respondents were thinking about non-historic character, valuing
such characteristics as trees, density, walkability, lakeside location, and thoughtful patterns of
development (layout, variety). Comments were both positive and negative, short and long.
161 respondents (52%) provided 406 answers to Question 3, “What neighborhoods or areas in
Davidson do you think have a strong history or character?” One simply commented that
“’Neighborhoods’ do not work for Davidson.” This remark reflects answers in Question 1 suggesting
there is high variability in how respondents choose to express their “mental geography” of places
they appreciate. The largest groupings (comprising 81% of the answers) were, in alphabetical order:
4
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§
§
§
§
§
§

Concord Road (or Related; 23)
Davidson College (30; there were 17 more that mentioned the college in relation to its
surroundings)
Downtown or Main Street (82)
North Main Street (34)
Village Infill (66; 22 of these specifically mentioned South Street as the first in multiple streets
named and another 2 included South Street with others named first)
West Davidson (95; includes 48 that did not mention the following specific resources)
o West Davidson - African American Resources (27)
o West Davidson - Mill-Related Resources (20)

Historic Preservation in Davidson
202 respondents (65% of 311 survey participants) provided 1,234 answers to this question; 26
respondents provided comments. Table Q4 lists the options offered in the survey.
Table Q4: Topics Respondents Think of Most When Considering Historic Preservation in Davidson
1.

Historic homes (e.g., Beaver Dam; North Main Street; College-owned homes; other private
properties)

86.14%

2.

Historic commercial center and buildings (i.e., Main Street, Linden Mill, Davidson Cotton Mill/Hurt
Hub)

73.27%

3.

Davidson College campus

72.28%

4.

Historic corridors (i.e., N. Main Street, Concord Road)

67.33%

5.

Neighborhoods (i.e., North Main, West Davidson, Watson/Delburg Streets)

62.38%

6.

Landscapes (i.e., historic cemeteries, parks, privately owned landscapes, etc.)

55.94%

7.

Religious properties (i.e., Davidson College Presbyterian Church, Davidson United Methodist
Chapel, AME Zion Church/Lingle Hut, Davidson Presbyterian Church)

53.96%

8.

Stories and historic documents about Davidson’s history

50.99%

9.

Rural farmhouses, barns, outbuildings (e.g., along Grey Road, Shearer Road, and Rocky River
Road)

44.55%

10. Local government and civic buildings (i.e., Ada Jenkins Center, 251 South Street/former Davidson
School)

44.06%

The 26 who provided comments offered remarks about West Davidson neighborhoods and sites and
other sites of African American heritage; vanished sites (“homes along Griffith St, under Lake
Norman”); interest in oral history (with videotaping); interest in the railroad (“Please add Potts Street
to Historic Corridors: it was Main Street before the railroad!”); the Davidson College campus; the
Village Green; churches; general history of the town, county and state (“Asbestos Mill [honor
workers by telling the stories]”); and making the case for preserving trees and green space.
A few respondents offered heartfelt, less-categorizable comments. Themes include giving African
American history its due, caring for people and their stories as much as buildings, and concerns
about changes to the community (physical and social). One succinct comment appears to represent
the thoughts of several commenters: “If we can preserve buildings and landscapes, why can't we
prioritize the preservation of a people, their history, their contributions to Davidson, and their
culture?” Another said that Davidson’s “historic character … is a key distinction and value compared
to other LKN [Mecklenburg] area towns.”

5
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Davidson’s Historic Resources
About a third of respondents (106) gave 248 responses to open-ended Question 5, “Which historic
resources in Davidson are your favorites?” The Davidson College campus was mentioned most, 50
times (one respondent specified “Philanthropic Hall” and another, “Older campus buildings”). Nine
others mentioned either the Davidson Library or Archives, or both, and one named the college’s
history department.
Main Street was mentioned 35 times and “Downtown” another 10 (“downtown,” however, might
be construed as the entire historic area, as two felt compelled to clarify this as “village area” or “full
village area”) for a total of 45 times. This included a mention of Main Street plus North Main Street
and another plus the Green.7 (Six others mentioned the Green and another the Green and Davidson
Library; one mentioned “Public Space behind Summit Coffee.”) One person specifically mentioned
the South Main Street “entrance to Town.”
Quite a few who stated “Main Street” gave brief explanations as to why or specifying particular
features:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

“Downtown Davidson retail district”
“old storefronts in business area”
“scale”
“Village businesses”
“Historic commercial buildings”
“old homes”
“old houses downtown”
“walkable”
Copeland House8
Kindred Building
Soda Shop
Village Store

Several landmark civic buildings were mentioned many times – the Ada Jenkins Center (13,
including one stated as “Ada Jenkins Center & Homeplace”); Beaver Dam (12, the historic plantation
home of Davidson College’s founder, now owned by the Town); the former Davidson High School
(and former International Baccalaureate School, soon to be the new Town Hall, 4); and the Davidson
Library (4; a fifth stated “local libraries,” possibly also including Davidson College’s).
Churches and cemeteries were mentioned fairly frequently – the cemetery on North Main Street (2),
Davidson Presbyterian Church (2), Davidson College Presbyterian Church (3, including one who
specified “steeple and bell”). Two simply mentioned “churches and cemeteries” and another “Black
churches.” The Lingle Hut, which is the 1930s-era log fellowship hall for Reeves Temple AME Zion
Church, was mentioned twice.
Historic homes were mentioned 7 times (some respondents specifying, “not just mansions”; “older
homes/not remodeled to look different”; “the old college homes (white clapboard)”; and “vintage
home in the downtown area”). Historic markers of various kinds were also mentioned 7 times, also
7

“The Green,” stated one respondent, was “The Grove, historically called (now called the Green).”
This is the Holt-Henderson-Copeland House, 305 North Main Street, ca. 1860, a contributing building in
the National Register historic district.
8
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specifying “the stone markers”; “on Main Street”; “place names/histories in front of Main Street
businesses”; and “signage,” “signs,” and “the historic signs.”
Mill-related resources were mentioned 7 times, including “old mill on Depot Street,” “two mill
buildings,” Linden Mill (2), Davidson Cotton Mill (2), and the “O-line RR and mill-related landmarks.”
Related were two other mentions of railroad resources, the train depot and the “trestle” (railroad
bridge at the south entrance to Davidson).
As for neighborhoods, neighborhoods east of Main Street mentioned were Concord Road &
Davidson College (3, one adding South Main and “old town” for good measure), North Main (2),
Concord Road (1), South and Walnut Streets (1), Woodland/Concord (1), and St. Albans (1). West
Davidson in general was mentioned three times, and another three respondents stated specific streets
(Eden, Griffith, Sloan). One person specified places in both the east and west sides of town,
“walkable neighborhoods (South St, Delburg/Watson, St. Albans/McConnell).”
Two respondents mentioned “historic landscapes,” which may or may not refer to rural landscapes
(ditto one mentioning “corridors”); 3 mentioned rural areas or farmland; and 4 mentioned Fisher
Farm Park. Other places that were mentioned are the post office, “Summit,” “Swimming Hole,” and
“Brick House repurposing.”
Fully 40 responses were unrelated to physical spaces but spoke to respondents’ sense of history,
enjoyment of information, enjoyment of people, and miscellaneous preferences.
Potential Recognition for Historic Resources

Later in the survey, in Question 16, we asked respondents to name “any areas or properties in
Davidson you think should be nominated to the National Register of Historic Places. (The survey
explained that his action can provide national recognition and the opportunity to apply for
rehabilitation tax credits and grants, but no formal protection. Owners must give their consent, and
frequently are the nominators.)
Just 30 respondents provided 54 ideas. After elimination of duplicates, we investigated 39,
individually addressed in the full compilation. Respondents will be happy to know that more than
half (21) are already listed in the National Register. Respondents also identified at least 6 resources
that will be added to specifications for a survey of Davidson’s rural area (Extraterritorial Jurisdiction,
or ETJ), part of a recommendation in the Historic Preservation Plan that the entirety of Davidson be
surveyed. Not only was the original survey limited to the town’s 1879 corporate limits, but in the
years since, some resources that may not have been surveyed could have reached the 50-year age
limit.
Similarly, in Question 17, we asked, “Are there any areas you think should be designated as local
historic districts?” (The survey explained that his action provides formal protection to historic
resources and can delay demolition of historic properties. It requires formal Town action in
consultation with property owners.9
Currently, Davidson has one local historic district consisting of the commercial portion of Main
Street (designated 1989) and the North Main Street residential neighborhood (the district designation
was extended northward to this area in 2020). 32 individuals provided 57 different responses. The
9

To see a map showing currently designated resources including the existing Davidson local historic district,
go to: www.townofdavidson.org/historicpreservation.
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largest number of responses suggested West Davidson (27), largely either as a whole or as specific
streets or groupings of streets. Most of this area is already listed in the National Register; however,
Lakeside Park is not, identified by three respondents to that question and by others in remarks
throughout the survey. “East of Main” streets or neighborhoods were suggested by 19 respondents.
Table Q17-1: Potential Local Historic Districts as Identified by Survey Respondents – West Davidson
Neighborhoods
Lakeside Park (3)
1.

Behind roosevelt park

2.

Lakeside Park

3.

West Side neighborhood surrounding Roosevelt Wilson Park - if residents are in favor

West Davidson Generally (12)
4.

All of West Davidson

5.

Davidson West Side

6.

Historic West Davidson African American Community

7.

historic Westside (Mock Rd, Gamble St, Sloan St., etc.)

8.

Possibly all of West Davidson

9.

West Davidson (5)

10. West Davidson (Mock, Gamble, Sloan, Eden, perhaps Catawba and Potts))
11. West side neighborhood
West Davidson – Specific Streets or Sites (12)
12. Crane Street (oldest homes)
13. All of Delburg/Watson
14. Depot St.
15. Gamble St
16. Griffith street and environs
17. Mock Circle (2)
18. Mock Street homes/buildings
19. Metrolina/Linden Mill site and area
20. Hoke Lumber Property honoring work[er]s and the Old Asbestos Mill
21. Potts (1) and Potts/Jetton/Catawba (1)
22. Sloan St

Table Q17-2: Potential Local Historic Districts as Identified by Survey Respondents – Downtown/Old
East Davidson Neighborhoods
Large Areas (4)
1.

Concord ‘Road from Main Street to Gray road and all side streets—Woodland, Lorimer

2.

Concord Rd. (Further Out)/Lorimer/Thompson

3.

Lorimer/Concord/South etc

4.

Old East Davidson

8
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Table Q17-2: Potential Local Historic Districts as Identified by Survey Respondents – Downtown/Old
East Davidson Neighborhoods
Concord Road (1)
5.

concord rd near downtown

Lorimer Road/Woodland Street (4)
6.

Lorimer/Woodland Area

7.

Old Town: Lorimer, College, Woodland

8.

Woodland/Lorimer (2)

South Street (4)
9.

South St (3)

10. South Street area
South/Walnut Streets (5)
11. extend down South St and Walnut to Cornelius
12. South St./Walnut St. Area (3)
13. Walnut/South Street

Table Q17-3: Potential Local Historic Districts as Identified by Survey Respondents – Other
1.

1879 original incorporation area - consideration?

2.

The balance of the National District

3.

ETJ/Rural 1940s traditional NC brick ranches

4.

Select properties in the ETJ

5.

Davidson College [NOTE: the small western portion of the campus bordering Main is already in the local
historic district]

6.

South Main as extension of existing NR District

7.

Hwy 73 beginning at McAuley Road10

8.

Lakeside Apts honoring the individual that supported development of the property11

Improving Downtown Davidson
Question 7 concerned a call in Davidson’s 2020 Comprehensive Plan improving “physical and
visual cues to help people enjoy the many unique areas of our downtown.“ (p. 44) We asked, “What
streetscape improvements would you like to see that would help to connect/expand historic areas
of town?
Two-thirds of respondents (192) made choices among those offered. The most popular among the
choices provided was historic district signage (66%), followed by a close grouping of “distinctive
spaces and focal points, perhaps with public art” (58%) and “outdoor interpretive signs or historic
10

NOTE: we assume this is a request for consideration of the rural area from McAuley Road to the county line; for
further investigation and recordation during the recommended survey of the entire town and ETJ as explained in the
Historic Preservation Plan. The road serves Davidson’s far southeastern portions that are relatively recently developed,
but intervening areas along the road are not part of the ETJ.
11
NOTE: 900-912 Lakeview Ave (Parcel ID 00327116), built in 1978; for further investigation and recordation during
the recommended survey of the entire town and ETJ but until reaching 50 years of age it is unlikely to be considered for
recognition.

9
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markers” (56%). Designated seating areas received 47%. Only 8 suggested they prefer that the Town
not pursue the ideas offered. The 37 respondents who provided their individual ideas had a great
deal to say. Topics included landscaping, public art, utilities, sidewalks, signs (interpretive or
otherwise), and more on streetscape improvements.
Table Q7: Potential Streetscape Improvements
Answer Choices

Responses

1. Historic district signage (e.g., distinctive street signs and/or marked entrances)

66.15%

2. Distinctive spaces and focal points, perhaps with public art

57.81%

3. Outdoor interpretive signs or historic markers

55.73%

4. Designated seating areas

47.40%

5. Brick pavers

38.02%

6. Brick ribbons/edges framing sidewalk

20.31%

7. None of the above

4.17%

Life in Davidson’s Historic Neighborhoods
Would you live in a historic district if you could? Roughly two-thirds of respondents (192) answered
this question (#8), with 23 of those going further to provide comments, both positive and negative.
Five people said they’d be willing to live in a historic district, but one is moving away, three are
unwilling to go through a move, and a fifth said, “I would once the kids are older and don’t need
the amenities of a community (swim, tennis, etc.).” Two report that they live in older homes (“Our
home is, in fact, one of my favorite historic resources!”); another two reported that they once did
live in older homes.
Nine had concerns – two said historic neighborhoods are unattractively maintained, two others
prefer to live without the restrictions of a historic district, one objected to parking problems (“when
there are college events”), and another expressed concerns about maintenance costs (“Love old
homes but would hate the maintenance costs. In town neighborhoods are way too expensive!”).
One person remarked, “I would be
more interested in amenities like
sidewalks, none of which are in
this neighborhood, than a historic
designation” (foreshadowing many
more comments on this issue found
in Question 10).
Other answers were not directly on
point in answer to the question or
respondents said they weren’t sure
what they would be getting into –
“I wish to understand the meaning
and impact of the designation.”
Questions 9, 10, and 11 elicited similar, and many more, responses. For Question 9, “Would you
live in a historic neighborhood if you could? If you answered yes, or yes you already do, why?”

10
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about a third of respondents answered (104); with a little content analysis for combined responses,
there were 150 answers in the following categories:
Table Q9: Why Would You (or Do You) Live in a Historic District?
Character

31

Character, scale (specifically also mentions scale)

2

Enjoy sense of history

24

Diversity

2

Walkability; near amenities

22

Enjoy sense of place

2

Unique, eclectic, architectural character

11

Historic district or zoning protection

2

Trees

10

Lot size

2

Character (specifically also mentions charm)

8

Negative statement

2

Enjoy sense of community

7

Quality

2

Beauty, or beauty & charm (specifically also
mentions charm)

6

Rural character

1

Family heritage

4

Accidental

1

Preservation

4

Affordable

1

Quiet

4

The following statements illustrate the variety of the opinions offered:
1. Historic neighborhoods generally tend to have stronger structural character, more diversity, mature
tree canopy/landscaping and an overall higher "quality of presentation"
2. Houses are lovely, significantly out of price range. Traffic is nasty. More housing, more traffic
3. I would love to live on Main ST.
4. If there could be a way to make affordable mixed income housing in historic areas I would be
delighted to live in a way that honors and preserves Davidson's diverse history
5. It makes me feel important.
6. It's close to the college and downtown; we have a large wooded buffer zone; it's quiet; and the
nearby neighborhood has an eclectic mix of architectural styles (although gentrification is diluting
that).
7. Just think it's cool!
8. Love the charm and character and the story behind the family who built our home.
9. My current neighborhood in the broad town definition is historic but my sub-area is newly built
(<25 years old). I have lived in historic neighborhoods elsewhere. My real answer is "yes, depends"
since some historic areas can be overly restrictive on adapting property to current needs.
10. Planned communities make me sad. Also like old trees.
11. Prefer historic homes with character. Unfortunately, the lack of affordability of such homes is a
barrier and they are expensive to update/maintain
12. Sense of history, community, architectural attributes, great old trees.
13. The area has been a good place to live & raise children. And it seems that everyone is trying to buy
property over here.
14. The character and charm. Unfortunately, the historic neighborhoods in Davidson are either
unaffordable or neglected.
15. The homes and neighborhoods have character. My neighborhood is also very mixed (which I love).
It's old Davidson--quiet, friendly, not competitive. I walk EVERYWHERE
16. Those neighborhoods bring a sense of peace and are exactly why I chose to move to Davidson. I
moved here to get away from the city and developments while being close enough to a major city
for work and nightlife if I wanted it once in a while

11
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In Question 10, we asked those who already live in a historic neighborhood what improvements
they would like to see. Just 17% (53) of respondents answered this question, providing multiple
answers that added up to 72 to 83 categorized responses, highly varied (and little agreement) – as
the long list of topics in Table Q10 shows:
Table Q10: What improvements would you like to see in your historic neighborhood?
Sidewalks
Affordable housing, context-sensitive
Keep as is
Pedestrian safety
Speed controls
Stop lot subdivisions and/or teardowns
Improve streets
More neighborhood diversity
Trees - Save trees
Signs-historic markers
Historic district protections
Improve curb and gutter
Keep it rural
Signs-Entrance signs
Animal control
Benches
Bicycle trails

8
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Deal w/ vacancies on Main Street
Demolition denial
Design restrictions
Enforce noise ordinance
Lighting - Highlighted more (more lighting?)
No complaints
Park w/ family amenities
Public art
Signs (non-specific)
Signs-Historic signage
Signs-markers
Speed enforcement
Street lights
Streetscaping (vintage)
Traffic signs
Trees - More street trees
Underground power lines

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

We also asked those who said they do not live in a historic neighborhood what changes would make
them more attractive. As with Question 10, only a few respondents answered this question (46, 15%),
providing multiple answers that added up to 59 categorized, highly varied responses.
Table Q11: What improvements would make living in a historic neighborhood more attractive to you?
Affordability (expense)
Curb appeal - better maintenance of homes and
yards
No desire to live in a historic district
Prefer no restrictions
Traffic
Grant assistance
More amenities - in residential design
More neighborhood diversity
Parking

10
6

Relax rules for renovation and/or infill
Sidewalks

2
2

3
3
3
2
2
2
2

Trees
Deal w/ vacancies on Main Street
Lighting - Highlighted more (more lighting?)
More amenities
Taxes
Too close together
Unlikely to move

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Similarities in answers to Q10 and Q11 involved sidewalks, trees, parking, and traffic. Following is
a sample of responses to Question 11 pulled randomly by the analysis system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

affordability
Amenities, home architecture
City taxes too high. Mismatch of home conditions. Most homes too close together for my liking.
Getting tenants in the ugly empty store fronts near Kindred.
Highlighted more
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6. Historic designation often limits renovations including upgrading to energy efficient windows etc. Many
renovations can be done without noticeably changing the exterior appearance of buildings and I
recommend relaxing the historic rules to accommodate such renovations
7. I don't really like restrictions to what I can do to my home.
8. I think each home built prior to 1950 but valued under $350,000 (or thereabouts) should be eligible for
an annual voucher to be used for home maintenance/landscaping, to help keep our older homes and
neighborhoods in good shape. This would benefit some of our less wealthy families directly, but the
whole town would benefit by extension.
9. I would never again live in an historic area. I lived in one in uptown Charlotte. Areas designated as
historic lose control over their own properties and need to get approval for changes made to the exterior
of their home. My experience is that lower income individuals can't afford the additional expenses that
come with maintaining historic homes. In the end when a district becomes labeled historic it promotes
exclusion not inclusion.
10. More trees, slower traffic
11. Parking
12. Pay attention to curb appeal and enforce rules that keep the area looking good and consistent. Use
common sense when making these rules. Not allowing a fence in the front yard but allowing a garden
planter with 9' netting is not using common sense.
13. Sounds too stuffy to me
14. Upkeep of some of the older homes, more accessible sidewalks.
15. We moved from downtown to River Run because of the lack of community amenities downtown. The
Swimming Hole doesn’t cut it.

Threatened Historic Resources
183 participants answered Question 12, “What types of historic resources do you think are most at
risk in Davidson?” (59% of total number of participants, 311), with only one response, “Residential
neighborhoods built before 1950,” reaching greater than 50% (103). Between one-third and half of
all respondents selected “Rural farmhouses, barns, outbuildings (e.g., along Grey Road, Rocky River
Road, or Shearer Road),” “Individual historic buildings and properties (sometimes called
“landmarks”), “Mid-20th-century residential neighborhoods,” and/or “Commercial center [Main
Street] buildings.”
Table Q12-1: Historic Resources Most at Risk
Answer Choices

Responses

1.

Residential neighborhoods built before 1950

56.28%

2.

Rural farmhouses, barns, outbuildings (e.g., along Grey Road, Rocky River Road, or Shearer Road)

48.63%

3.

Individual historic buildings and properties (sometimes called “landmarks”)

40.44%

4.

Mid-20th-century residential neighborhoods

37.16%

5.

Commercial center [Main Street] buildings

33.33%

6.

Landscapes, cemeteries, parks, and public spaces

30.05%

7.

Historic documents and stories

20.77%

8.

Local government and civic buildings (i.e., schools, Depot Street train station, etc.)

18.58%

9.

Religious properties

10. I’m not concerned about losing historic resources in Davidson

8.20%
5.46%
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Only a few respondents (26, 8%) left comments (37 after breaking them down into differing
categories). Diversity as a general topic drew eight responses, but they are broken down to identify
more specific responses that highlight the various dimensions of the concerns centered around
diversity; half (4) of those specifically mentioned the historic West Davidson African American
community. An equal number (4) expressed concerns about some variation on lot subdivisions
and/or teardowns [the use of the term teardowns here implies replacement with new structure(s)].
Table Q12-2: Other Historic Resources (or Related Community Qualities) at Risk
Lot subdivisions and/or teardowns

4

Diversity-People-Historic West Davidson African
American community
Affordable housing
Diversity-Gentrification
Gateway to town
Open spaces
Trees
Wildlife habitat
Design review
Diversity-People

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

Diversity-People-Design review would cause
hardship
Diversity-People-West Davidson seniors

1

Excessive house lighting
Main Street - recreational overuse
Neglect
Safety from pedestrians
Threats to specific properties
Traffic
Walkability

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Because these comments raised important issues, many if not all of which are addressed in the
Historic Preservation Plan, the full compilation kept actual statements, sorted by topic or category.
Categories assigned were:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Affordable Housing
Design Review
Diversity
Excessive House Lighting
Gateway to Town
General Concern
Lot Subdivisions and/or Teardowns
Main Street - Recreational Overuse

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Neglect
Open Spaces
Safety from (for?) Pedestrians
Threats to Specific Properties
Traffic
Trees
Walkability
Wildlife Habitat

When asked, in Question 13, “What do you think causes these historic resources to be at risk?” 182
participants answered (59% of total number of participants, 311), with only one response reaching
greater than 50% (103), “Not valued or understood by the building community and/or developers.”
Table Q13-1: Reasons Historic Resources Are at Risk
Answer Choices

Responses

1. Not valued or understood by the building community and/or developers

54.95%

2. Incompatible new construction

48.35%

3. Cost of maintaining a historic property

46.70%

4. Limited regulations on tear-downs of single-family homes

40.66%

5. Neglect or abandonment of older buildings

40.11%
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Table Q13-1: Reasons Historic Resources Are at Risk
6. Current local regulations and zoning requirements

30.77%

7. Little understanding or pride in local heritage

27.47%

8. Inadequate advocacy for historic preservation at a grassroots level

26.37%

9. Inappropriate changes to older buildings

18.68%

10. Negative perceptions about historic preservation on the part of property owners

17.58%

11. Care of historic public domain and infrastructure (streetscapes)

12.09%

12. Difficult to find skilled workers knowledgeable about historic buildings

11.54%

13. Limited ability to find information on historic resources

10.99%

14. I don’t think there are challenges in Davidson

2.20%

Only a few respondents (29, 8%) left comments (33 after breaking them down into differing
categories, two of which stated they don’t know enough to answer). The table below presents those
categories. Development pressure as a general topic drew 8 responses, but they are broken down to
identify more specific responses that highlight the various dimensions of the concerns centered
around development pressure; six of those specifically expressed concerns about some variation on
lot subdivisions and/or teardowns [the use of the term teardowns here implies demolition plus
replacement with new structure(s)]. Gentrification, which received 4 responses, is a related concern
but generally in the historic preservation field this term tends to refer to replacement of traditional
residents, not the historic buildings. Here it is not always clear that respondents made that
distinction – some may have been thinking about teardowns as a part of the same phenomenon.
Table Q13-2: Other Causes for Historic Resources to Be at Risk
Lot subdivisions and/or teardowns

8

Asbestos

1

Gentrification

4

Lack of funding for maintenance

1

Political leadership

4

Lack of skilled workmanship

1

Education needed (public; homeowners)

3

Lot subdivisions and/or teardowns

1

Don't know enough to answer

2

Political apathy

1

Nothing worth saving, or nothing significant at risk

2

Traffic

1

Developers

1

Taking Action to Protect Historic Resources
The survey asked two questions related to taking historic preservation action. One concerned which
educational and commemorative tools and actions respondents favor (Question 14); and the other
on regulatory or financial tools and actions might be preferred (Question 15). 179 participants
answered Question 14 (59% of total number of participants, 311). 177 participants answered
Question 15 (57% of total number of participants, 311). No answer was clearly disfavored except,
“I don’t think we need further regulatory or financial action to support historic preservation in
Davidson.” Financial tools for the most part ranked higher than regulatory ones.
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Table Q14: Educational and Commemorative Tools and Actions
Answer Choices

Responses

1.

Digitize and provide online access to information on historic properties and historic documents.

51.96%

2.

Exhibits and public art in the commercial center [on Main Street] and in neighborhoods interpreting
Davidson’s history.

50.84%

3.

Provide more educational events about historic places and the history of Davidson.

49.16%

4.

Provide more walking tours of historic neighborhoods, landmarks, and landscapes.

48.60%

5.

Provide more neighborhood or community events that focus on Davidson’s local history and
culture.

45.25%

6.

Nominate more neighborhoods and individual properties to the National Register of Historic Places.
(This action provides documentation and potentially national recognition but no formal protection,
and may enable property owners to seek state and federal Historic Tax Credits for rehabilitation.)

40.22%

7.

Provide more information on the appropriate treatment of historic buildings and energy efficiency of
and for historic buildings.

35.75%

8.

Survey neighborhoods and individual properties and share histories with residents and visitors. (This
action shares history but provides no formal protection.)

28.49%

9.

I don’t think we need further educational or commemorative action to support historic preservation
in Davidson.

2.23%

Table Q15: Regulatory or financial tools and actions for greater use, in order of preference
Answer Choices

Responses

1. Zoning that allows or encourages the adaptive reuse of historic buildings.

68%

2. Local grants for historic preservation planning, implementation, and rehabilitation projects.

63%

3. Low-interest loan program for rehabilitation projects.

56%

4. Federal and state tax credits for rehabilitation projects.

50%

4. Endangered properties “real estate revolving fund.” (This involves nonprofit or municipal action to
find preservation-minded buyers for buildings in need of preservation, purchased from willing
sellers. Two programs are currently available to assist in such projects, funds operated by the
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Landmarks Commission and the statewide nonprofit Preservation North
Carolina.)

50%

6. Denial of demolitions in locally designated historic districts after careful review by Davidson’s
Historic Preservation Commission (note: this would require enabling legislation from the NC
General Assembly).

42%

6. Designate more local historic districts and/or expand the existing historic district. (This action
provides formal protection to historic resources and can delay demolition of historic properties.)

42%

6. Local property tax abatement for rehabilitation projects.

42%

9. In historic neighborhoods already recognized through the National Register, designate local historic
districts or conservation districts. (This action provides formal protection to historic resources and
can delay demolition of historic properties.)

38%

10. I don’t think we need further regulatory or financial action to support historic preservation in
Davidson.

5%
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In undertaking additional programs to support historic preservation, a key resource for the Town of
Davidson is the Planning Department’s program for historic preservation. To provide a baseline as
the Town continues to invest in historic preservation based on the Historic Preservation Plan, we
asked survey respondents to rate their satisfaction on several key items.
A little more than half of survey respondents answered this question (169, 55% of the total, 311). In
weighted averaging, “Availability of information about the Town’s historic preservation programs &
services” was favored most. “Overall ability to participate in Town decision-making related to
historic preservation” found the least favor (yet the largest number of responses under “extremely
satisfied” or “satisfied” was 62 for that same question). Few respondents were “very dissatisfied,”
with the greatest number for any of the questions being 15 people on “Overall effectiveness of the
Town’s historic preservation program’s communication with the public”; 11 said they were very
dissatisfied with “Overall ability to feel informed about history topics and events.” The full result is
shown in the chart above.
Town of Davidson Historic Preservation Survey

Q18 Communication with Davidson’s Historic Preservation Program:
Please rate your satisfaction on each of the items below.
Answered: 169

Skipped: 142
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Don't Know

Overall
ability to
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Table Q18: Survey Participants’ View of Town Communications about Historic Preservation
(Note: these statements are in the order, left to right, of the incompletely displayed statements on the chart above. They
are presented in order by level of approval, weighted average of six choices, “Extremely Satisfied to “Don’t Know)
Answer Choices

Responses

1. Availability of information about the Town’s historic preservation programs & services

3.56

2. Overall effectiveness of the Town’s historic preservation program’s communication with the public

3.53

3. Usefulness of the Town’s website in supporting my needs for engaging in historic preservation

3.52

4. Overall ability to feel informed about history topics and events

3.5

5. Overall ability to feel informed about local historic preservation issues

3.46

6. Overall ability to participate in Town decision-making related to historic preservation

3.16

When asked for final thoughts in Question 19, 55 respondents offered answers, a few of which fell
into multiple topics (so the items noted here add up to more than 55). We are grateful for the time
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and care these respondents gave to a final answer after a long survey! (And, a final note from us in
response, to the campaigners who want to make sure that the Historic Preservation Plan is
coordinated with the Housing Affordability Plan, we are – and we are grateful for your support and
for caring enough to work together to provide unified answers.) In addition to 8 comments on
Historic Preservation Practices or Priorities , categories into which these last words fell were:
§
§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

Address the Legacy of Segregation (3)
Be Strategic (5)
Fix Main Street Vacancies (1)
Housing Affordability Is a Part of Preservation (12)
More Citizen Participation in Development Decisions Is Needed (2)
More Important than Preservation Per Se Is…
o Complementary design of new construction (1)
o Diversity (2)
o Livability and/or sustainability (4)
More Interpretation, Please (3)
Through Traffic Will Continue to Be a Challenge (1)
Trees and/or Wildlife Habitat Are a Part of Preservation (12)
Value Davidson’s Small Town Atmosphere (4)
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